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User Guide

Each unit:
• builds on a body of knowledge about the history of the Mennonite
community, an Anabaptist Christian group with pacifist beliefs and a
close community spirit
• peruse the initial readings and the additional readings of all 10 units
before beginning instruction

Task Instructions:
Each task is presented with clear step-by-step instructions for the instructor
as well as learning objectives.
Each task has a side bar
that gives information
for the instructor.

Detailed instructions for
the use of the
photocopiable
worksheets
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The Purpose of This Curriculum
 Reading and language textbook based on Mennonite history and values
 Encourages learners' integration into the Canadian context through

reflection on their own history and cultural identity, whether they be
Mennonite or learners of other cultural origins

What This Curriculum Contains

 Focus on developing reading skills
 Materials are content-based

 Each unit builds on a body of knowledge about the history of the
Mennonite community, an Anabaptist Christian group with pacifist
beliefs and a close community spirit

Who This Curriculum Is For
 Immediate learners

How Much On-Task Time This Curriculum Provides For
 whole curriculum approximately 60 hours

 each unit is approximately 4-6 hours of on-task class time
 each task varies according to the purpose and task type
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